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TIHACA COII.EGE TERARA
ABsTRAcT
Soccer is grOwing at a rapid rate throughout the united.states
on all levels:  yOuth, scholastic, amateur, and prOfess■
Onal.The united states sOccer FederatiOn (USSF)has established
natiOnal cOaching sch001s tO license qualified coaches.
Three natiOnal cOaching licenscs are Offered:  the A (senior)
level, the B (advanced〕 level, and the c (preliminary)level.
Thё purpOse Of this study was tO investigate the interrela―
tionships among cOaching license level and coaching experience,
playing experience, cOaching phi10sOphies, and personal back―
groundo  Ninety ussF cOaches, 30 from the A level, 30 from the
B level, and 30 fron the c level, were randOmly selected frOm
persOnnel lists supplied by the UssF.  Each cOach was sent a
questiOnnaire designed to s。licit infOrmatiOn abOut cOaching
and playing experience, coaching philosOphies, and persOnal
backgrOundo  six weeks later, a f。110w_up letter and questiOn―
na■re were mailed.  Data c01lectiOn was termed cOmplё
ted after5 weeks.  A tOta1 0f 66 questiOnnaires were returned for a 732
return rate; 25 A―, 22 B―, and 19 c_licensed cOaches res―
ponded。  .TwO_ and three―way chi_square tests Of assOciatiOn
were perfOrmed between tile threelevels Of coaches and cOaching
eXperience, playittg experibnce, cbaching philos6phies, and
persOnal backgrOund.  There wereOnly four significant tw。_way
relatiOnships with license levels by Other variables:  (a)total
years coachi_ng, (b) total years playing, (c) beginning play-
ing age, and (d) preferred system of p1ay. on the basis of
the data analysis, the hypothesis that stated there will be no
significant differences among USSF A-, B-, and C-licensed
coaches in playing and coaching experience, coaching philoso-
phies, and personal background was rejected. 0f the other
tests of association performed, only four were found signi-
ficant (p-..05): (a) license 1eve1 by total years in coaching
by opinion of professional drafting of high school players,
(b) license 1eve1 by educational level by leve1 coaching
presentlyr'(c) license 1eve1 by years playing by years coach-
irg, and (d) years playing by playing style used most when
participating. The subhypothesis that there will be no sig-
nificant differences among USSF R-,. n-, and C-licensed coaches
on selected interrelationships in playing and'coaching exper-
ience, coaching philosophies, and personal background was
rejected. Subjeciive responses elicited by the questionnaire
revealed 7Ze, of the coaches were satisfied with the licensing
process, yet many offered constructive criticism.
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I NTRODUCT I ON
The number of soccer players in the United States
has risen at a rapid rate in recent years (USSF, 1978).
Teams have proliferated at all 1eve1s: youth, scholastic,
amateur, and professional. This rise in the popularity
of the game has caused an equally growing demand for
coaching expertise at all 1eve1s of the game.
National coaching schools were first instituted by
the United States Soccer Federation (USSF) in 1969 under
the direction of Federation Internationale de Football
Association (FIFA) coach Dettmar Cramer (USSF, 1980). The
USSF national coaching system that will be discussed in
this study was adopted by the ussF in July , L97 4 (USSF,
1978). Since that time, under the direction of l{alter
Chyzowych, the USSF has been responsible for meeting the
need for qualified coaches in the grorving United States
soccer community. By operating 8 to 10 coaching schools
per yeaT, the USSF has accelerated the national develop-
ment of certified coaches. At these week-long camps at
different sites acloss the country, coaches of all back-
grounds and experience participate in on-the-field and
clasSroom instruction to learn as much as posSible about
soccer and obtain a USSF national coaching license. Three
national license 1evels are offered: the A (senior) 1eve1
2the B (advanced), and the C (preliminary) leve1. One
license is a prerequisite of another beginning with the
C level and progressing to the A.
This licensing process has been partially respon-
sible for the growing number of qualified, knowledgeable
soccer coaches throughout the country. Yet since L974,
the coaching curriculum has remained the same, and the
ussF has not provided coaches with an opportunity to
express their thoughts and criticisms about the national
coaching systen and licensing process. There has also
been no research done on the backgrounds and characteri's -
tics of the different 1eve1 ussF licensed coaches.
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to assess the charac-
teristics of USSF A-, B-, and C-licensed soccer coaches,
and to determine the coaches' opinions on the licensing
process.
Significance of the Probleh
The ussF, 4S the governing body of soccer in the
United States, has been responsible for meeting the need
for qualified coaches. To meet this need, the ussF has
instituted national coaching schools to train coaches in
all aspects of coaching and play.ing soccer. However,
while the ussF- hds been -operating these national coaching
schools t:, lz years, they have not formally evaluated the
3coaching certification program. An evaluation which
will consider the coaching candidates' coaching exper-
ience, playing experience, coaching philosophies, and
personal background will be valuable to the USSF by per-
mitting them to better structure their coaching curriculum
to respond to the needs of the coaching candidates.
Specifically, this investigation will examine the differ-
ences in characteristics among A-, B-, and C-licensed
United States Soccer Federation Coaches.
Scope of the Problem
The primary purpose of this investigation was to
assess the characteristics of A-, B-, and C-leveI USSF
licensed coaches. The subjects were 90 USSF licensed
coaches randomly selected from personnel lists provided
by the USSF. These 90 subjects included 30 coaches"from
the A (senior) level, the highest license offered by the
USSF , 30 coaches from the B (advanced) leve1, and 30
coaches frorn the C (preliminary) leve1.
The subproblems involved in this investigation were
as follows:
1. How was the leve1 of coaching associated with
coaching experience, playing experience, coaching philoso-
phies, and personal background?
2. ltihat were the differences among A-, B-, and C-
licensed coaches on selected interrelationships of plaving
experience,
and personal
4
coaching experience, coaching philosophies,
background ?
Definition of Terms
1. FIFA. Federation Internationale de Football
Association. The governing body of soccer in the world.
Z. USSF. United States Soccer Federation. The
govern■ng body of soccer ■n the Un■t d States.
3.  Coaching Scheme.  A systemat■c approach to
coaching players in the proper techniques and tactical
understanding of the game.
4.  Coaching Philosophy.  The beliefs of a coach
perta■n■ng to the techniques and tact■cs Of SOCcer。
5。  Class A USSF Coaching Licenseo  Also called
the senior license, this iS the highest level coaching
license offered by the USSF.  It can only be attained af―
ter successful completion of the C and B licenses;  the
minimum age for liCensing is 26 years.
6.  Class‐B USSF Coachin.g Licenseo  Also called the
advanced license, thiS can only bb attained after success―
ful completion of the C licbnse;  the minimum age for
licens■g is 22 years.
7。  Class C USSF Coachittg Licenseo  Also called the
preliminary license, thiS Can be attained by having past
playing and/or coaChing experience;  the minimum age for
licens■g is 18 years.
5HYPothesis
There will be no significant differences among A-, B-,
and C- licensed coaches on the characteristics of coaching
experience, playing experience, coaching philosophies, and
personal background.
The subhypothesis involved in this investigation is
as follows:
There will be no significant differences among A-,
B-, and C-licensed coaches on selected interrelationships
of playing experience, coaching experience, coaching phil-
osophies, and personal background.
As sump t ions
1. Coaches answered the questionnaire truthfully.
Z. Level of license attained by the coach was a
valid indication of their experience in soccer.
Limitations
1. The questionnaire was accepted on the basis of
content validity based on examination by only three exper-
ienced coaches
Z. Because of the forced choice format of the ques-
tionnaire, there were questions which either could not be
asked or were limited to only superficial information.
Delimitations
1. The study involved only USSF licensed coaches.
Z. The study involved 30 coaches fron each of the
―6
USSF certification 1eve1s: class A (senior) , class B
(advanced), and class C (preliminary).
3. The investigator did not attempt to evaluate
the individual coach, but rather collectively compare
the groups.
ChaPter 2
REVIE}\I OF LITEMTURE
The review of literature for the purpose of this
investigation will deal primarily with the criteria,
structure, and regulations that the United States Soccer
Federation (USSF) has developed for the national coaching
system. So that the preparation of coaches may be under-
stood, several styles of play that were considered in
the development of the national coaching system will be
discussed.
The USSF, the national governing body of soccer,
decided to institute a national coaching system which has
become a vital element in the growth of llnited States
soccer (USSF, 1980). The USSF has promoted the growth of
soccer by encouraging youth development programs, by
training officials, by promoting amateur, Professional,
and international soccer, and by establishing coaching
schools to train and license coaches. The national coach-
ing school offers courses which lead to the licensing of
coaches at the.A, B, and C 1eve1s' (Gardiner, 1976).
Tire USSF national coaching system is unique in this
countryi for no other sport has such a system. However,
other countries have successfully implemented national
coaching systems. canada, for example, in 1971, esta-
blished the Coaching Association of Canada (CAC), which
,I
I
I
I
l8
is a national non-profit organization. CAC's major aims
are to increase coaching effecltiveness in all sports and
a: encourage the development of coaching by providing
programs and services to .o".hL, at all levels (CAC, n.d.).
Coaching systems similar to Cahada's exist in the USSR and
in eastern European countries as well (Csanadi, 1975).
Additiona LLy, there are many cluntries throughout the
world which have a national coaching system only for
soccer, due to the pressure of developing and maintaining
internationally competitive teams (Cottre11, 1970). 0ther
I
countries, in addition to havihg national coaching systems,
have extensive youth development programs.
In the United States, in ian effort by the USSF to
catch up with the rapid growth' of youth soccer, soccer
1ittle leagues are being encouraged to join the USSF de-
velopment program. In particular, the youth coaches are
being urged to enrol1 in the national coaching schools
which teach the proper aspects of coaching youth soccer
(Gardiner, 1976).
The St. Louis area has produced a steady stream of'
good soccer players, due to the fact that since 1946 an
extensive and well-organ:-zed youth program has been run
by the 1ocal Catholic Youth Council, a program that today
involves over 23,000 boys (Gardiner, L976). These players
form a homogeneous group, and they have developed a homo-
9geneous style of play, which is precisely the goal of
the USSF develbprnent program nationwide. In order to
accomplish this, the ussF must train coaches at all
l'evels of soccer in the proper methods of coaching and
a similar approach to the game. If the youth coach lacks
this proper training, the development of players will be
delayed. Therefore, it is crucial that the USSF national
coaching system atract the youth coach as well as the
high-1eve1 coach. By responding to the great need for
Soccer expertise in the growing United StateS Soccer commun-
Lty, the coaching system has accelerated the national
development at all levels (USSF, 1978).
The backbone of the national coaching school is the
curriculum which the USSF has established in order to suc-
cessfully attain a national coaching license. Since the
USSF schools are relatively new, little or no research has
been directed toward the type of individual who attains one
or more of the three national 1evel coaching licenses.
Additionally, there is a shortage of literature on the
American national coaching system developed by the USSF,-
and the development of a distinct American soccer style.
National Coaching SYstem
The national coaching system can best be described
as a coaching scheme, oI method by which the USSF is in-
structing the soccel coaches' of the country to utilize a
10
similar approach to coaching the proper techniques and
tactics, and using the most efficient fitness training
and team management methods. The development of players
throughout the United States will be facilitated by a
uniform approach to teaching and coaching. This will aid
in the selection of high-leve1 players for the United
States national development teams and facilitate a cohe-
sive approach to the game throughout the country.
By training coaches through this system, Players at
the same age level from different parts of the countly
should be of comparable technical and ski11 levels, pos-
sess relatively equal tactical awareness of the game and
have strong motivation to learn, train and conpete. By
the process of developing players under a cohesive na-
tional coaching system, a distinctive American style of
soccer will emerge.
The value of different styles of play or the emergence
of a distinct American style is important to realize in
order to fully grasp the concept of the national coaching
system. The USSF has studied other styles of play to de-
cide what concepts of the vario"us Styles are best adapted
to the American soccer player. 'The national coaching sys-
tem was aided in its development by the evaluation and
assessment of other playing styles in order to maximize
the potential of the American soccer player (USSF, 1978) .
11
Styles of PlaY
There is so much to learn from each style of p1ay.
Different styles have evolved as coaches have sought
strategies which will allow them to dominate other codn-
tries, with the ultinate objective the winning of the World
cup.
The world cup is the lvorld soccer championship held
every 4 years. The teams are comprised of the best pro-
fessional players from each country, a national all-star
team. After 2 yeats of qualifying matches, 24 teams
qualify for the final matches to decide a ltrorld Champion
of soccer. This tournament is no doubt the premier show-
case of the different styles of p1ay.
soccer is a universal gane which has the same objec-
tive wherever it is played--to score goals. But the
game'S development has been a matter of widely varied
approaches to gaining this objective (Vogelsinger, 1970).
It is these various approaches to gcoring goals that
distinguishes the different styles of play. Style of
play can also be determined by a number of other factors,
including education, climatic conditions, PhISical facil-
ities, nutrition, temperament', and overall coaching philo-
sophy (Chyzowych, 1980; Csanadi, 1975; Joy, L962;
Vogelsinger, 1970) .
There are great differences between the styl-e of play
of a country with a long soccer history, like England, and
t2
countries where developrnent came later. Because England
learned by tradition and practice, it has many customs
that stem from the past (Vogelsinger, 1970). Countries
which began to play later could study the results of other
countries' experiences and adapt a game unhampered by
habit and suited to their own temperament (Csanadi, 1975).
Historically, England is the birthplace of soccer'
where it was once played only in the wintertirne. In
order to stay warm, players were forced to keep moving.
These clinatic conditions influenced the English style of
p1ay, which emphasLzes hard running, phYsical contact,
long passing, and the ability to play the entire 90 minutes
with all-out effort (chyzowych, 1980). The fast, hard-
running game is characteristic of English soccer.
In contract to this style, the south American coun-
tries exhibit a distinct style all their own. South Amer-
ican players are finesse oriented rather than placing em'-
phasis on physical contact. Overa11, the gane moves at a
slower pace due to the hot climate, Yet the players are
highly skilled and attack very.quickly (Cottrel1, 1970).
Creativity, artistry, and irnprovisation are qualities which
are characteristic of the South American style of play.
The English and South American styles of play are no
doubt contrasting styles. Yet many countries have modified
their playing style by adopting different styles of play
13
from other countries. west Germany is a classic ex-
ample of a country that combined styles from-others to
produce their own style (Gardiner, 1976) .
The West Germans set out during the 1960's to
create a new style that was to be a mixture of Brazilian
ball skills and English stamina and agglessiveness. In
Lg7 4 West Germany won the World Cup, a victory that has
prornpted other countries to modify their natural games
in search of the perfect version of soccer (Gardiner, 1976).
In the past, it was thought impossible to adapt
strengths of another style of play, but because of modern
communications and media and the large number of interna-
tional Soccer tournaments, strengths and weakneSseS of
the different styles are known all over the rvorld (Jago,
Lg7 4) . Because of this, the differences are becoming
less pronounced aS coaches trY to produce the ideal soccer
by combining the best from each sty1e.
As the Anerican style of soccer emerges, it must
also combine qualities fron each style in order to produce
the ideal soccer for the American player, while reflecting
American qualities and maximizl-ng their abilities. There
are specific qualities of the American athlete which are
util lzed with the emergence of an American Soccer style of
p1ay. Because of the American athleters sociological
and psychological upbringing, he has the ability to accept
t4
challenges (Chyzowych, 1980). This quality in the
Ameri.can athlete is crucial if America is to upgrade
its standard of play in the near future. Also, the strong
academic background of the American athlete makes for
young men who are eager and Susceptible to coaching, and
desirous of improvement (Bradley, l-973). The American
soccer player has a s]-ze and strength advantage over
many of his foreign counterparts, which, coupled with
the high stamina 1eve1 many American athletes possess,
can be a significant advantage on the soccer field if
util 1zed correctly through an appropriate style of play
(Chyzowych, 1980) .
These qualities of the American athlete must be
cultivated properly in order to develop refined, skilled
soccer players. The purpose of the national coaching
system developed by the USSF is to train coaches to
enhance these qualities of the American athlete, and
through proper coaching develop him/her into a polished,
high-1eve1 soccer player. Thr:ough this system, a dis-
tinctive American style of soccer is emerging.
Coaching Cours'e' Structure
The ussF, in..developing the American coach in the
national coaching system, has instituted a rigorous
licensing process. The prospective coaching candidate
must attend one of the USSF week-1ong coaching certifica-
tion programs. The" course's first 5 days call for a
15
schedule of 10 hours of dai 1.y 'training . These are f o1-
lowed by 2 d,ays of examinations, which are scnt'eduled for
10 hours each day (USSF, 1978).
The time requirements for the three national li-
censes are the same--50 hours of instruction and 20 hours
of examinations. However, the content of each course
becomes gradually more technical and sophisticated
through the progression from C to A. The curriculum
of the preliminary or C license concentrates on youth
and junior leve1 training. The advanced or B license
concentrates on junior and amateur levels. The senior or
A license, the highest the USSF offers, concentrates on
the amateur and professional 1eve1s.
The curriculum for each leve1, an exanple of' which
is seen in Table 1, is divided into three different parts:
practice, theory, and meth'odo1ogy. Practice instruction
includes technique, tactics, fitness, and a practice natch
The theory content is subdivided into theory of tactics,
team management, methods of coaihing, laws of the game,
organizati.on and administration, anatomy and physiology,
and physiotherapy. Methodology is comprised of coaching
juniors (6-17 years) and coaching seniors (18 years and
over). Presenting a prepared speech on a previously
assigned topic and writing an essay on a given theme with-
out preparation time are also requirements of the method-
16
Table l
USSF CuFriCulum for Prelininary,
Advanced, and Senlor Courses
D ay・ ‐8:00-9:40    10:00‐11:40    14:00-15:40    16:00-17:40    19:00-20:40
Sat OPening
Ceremony
Theory: Practice: Practice: Practice: Theory:Sun Methods of Physical Football* Football Anatomy & 
_
Coaching I Fitness I Technique I Tactics I Physiology I
Theory: Practice: Practice: Practice: Theory:
Mon Methods of Physical Football Football Anatomy &
Coaching II Fitness II Technique II Tactics II Physiology II
Theory: Practice: Theory: Practice: Theory:Tue Tactils I Physica'l Tactics II Footbatl Physiotherapy
Fitness III Technique III
Theory: Practice: Theory: Pract'ice: Theory:
Wed Team Footbal I Team Practi ce 0rgani zati.onManage- Tactics III Manage- Match & Administra-
ment I ment II tion
Theory: Methodol ogy: Theory: Methodol ogy: Methodo'l ogy:
Thur Laws of Coaching Laws of the Coaching Methodical
the Game I Practice: Game II Practice: Seminar
' Juniors Seniors
Exami nati on
Practice: Theory: Theory: Theory: Theory:Fri Indi vi dual Tact'i cs & Methods of Organization/ Anatomy/Skills & Team Coaching Administra- Physiology &
Team Work Management Larvs of the tion and PhysiotherapyGame Dissertation
Methodol ogy: Methodol ogy: Methodo'logy:Sat Coaching Coaching Indi vi dualPractice: Practice: Discourse andJuniors Seniors Cl osing
Cerenony
* Football = soccer
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1
ology section of examinations.
A candidate who does not obtain a passing grade
in all categories of all three main subjects--practice,
theory, and methodology--does not paSS the examination.
The candidate who does not obtain a passing mark in one
of the single subjects in theory maI, after a period of
between 6 months and'i- year, undergo another test in
that one particular subject. Successful candidates
receive a USSF coaching license. Those who fail receive
a certificate of attendance for their efforts.
Sumrnary
The United States Soccer Federation has instituted
the national coaching system to ensure the training of
soccer coaches throughout the United States in the proper
nethods and techniques of coaching all levels of soccer.
The USSF has promoted the growth of soccer by establish-
ing coaching schools to train and license coaches at
the class A (senior) 1eve1, class B (advanced) level,
and class C (preliminary) 1eve1. Because of this system,
the proper development.of young players will not be de-
layed, and consequently, a distinctive'American style of
play is emerging.
. 
Chapter 3
IUETHODOLOGY
This.chapter describes lhe means by which the
study was undertaken. It ;i11 include (a) seiection of
subjects, (b) development of the testing instrument,
(c) procedures for administration of questionnaire, and
(d) data'analysis.
Selection of Subjects
Subjects selected for this study were 90 USSF
nationally licensed coaches. Three 1eve1s of national
certification are offered by the USSF, with attainment of
each license as a prerequisite of earning the next highest
one. These levels are the senior or A license, the high-
est license the USSF offers, the advanced or B license,
and the prelininary or C license. From each of these
levels, 30 coaches were randomly selected from personnel
sheets supplied by the USSF to take part in the investiga-
tion.
Development of the Questionnaire
For the purposes of this investigation, data were
collected through the administration of a questionnaire
developed by the investigator. The questionnaire was
developed with the assistance of experts in the game of
soccer rvho checked for the content validity of the ques-
tionnaire. Assistance with wording and grammatical struc-
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ture was provided by thesis advisors on the graduate
faculty of Ithaca Co11ege. The questionnaire requested
information about the coacheS' playing and coaching exp'er-
ience, philosophies of the gami:, and personal background.
Procedures for Adninistration
of Questionnaire
Each selected coach was mailed a copy of the ques-
tionnaire (see Appendix A), accompanied by a cover letter
(see Appendix B) that ful1y explained the purpose of
this study. To assure a higher return rate, a self-
addressed, stamped envelope was included.
After a period of 5 weeks, a fol'low-up letter was
sent to each subj ect who had not returned the questionnaire
at that point (see Appendix c). Another copy of the ques-
tionnaire and a self-addressed, stamped envelope were
included for the coaches' convenience. This was done in
order to increase the validity of the investigation.
After 3 weeks, data collection was termed completed and
no questionnaires were accepted after that date.
Data Analysis
The collected data l{ere arranged for transferral
to data cards and then computer anaLyzed. Frequencies of
response on each question were analyzed by coaching level--
A, B, or C--and also collectively. The chi-square test of
association as calculated by the program, Crosstabs, in
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the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
(Nie, Hul1, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, G Bent, 1975), was
used to test several specific questions regarding rela-
tionships of the variables covered in the questionnaire.
The .05 1evel of significance was chosen for all statis-
tical tests.
ChaPter 4
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Two points concerning the'data analysis need to be
explaine<i . . Fi rst, although the hypothes is to be tested
indicated tests of differences, the anlysis procedure used
is actuaIl.y. a test of associrJrorr. It was as3umed that
if any of the associations among questionnaire items
were significantly stronger at one certification 1eve1
than at another., then the coaching groups hlere different
on these relationships. Second, the analysis of data
shows that many of the associations drawri between variables
were not statistically significant, yet ale of plactical
importance to the soccer coaching profession, particu-
larly the USSF and its members.
The structure of this chapter will coincide with
the questionnaire used for data collection (see Appen-
dix A). The data will be reviewed and analyzed according
to the four categories found in the questionnaire:
coaching experience, playing experience, coaching" philo-
sophies, and Personal background.
Analvsis of Total Questionnaire
Of the 90 questionnaires originally mailed, 66
were returned, for a 73% return rate; 25 A-licensed,
zz B-licensed, and 19 c-licensed coaches responded. The
first mailing yielded 58 returns or 64%. Three weeks
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after the mailing of the follorv-up, data collection was
termed completed. This fo11ow-up yielded eight more re-
turns. A total of 64 chi-Square tests were performed,
with some of the item responses combined to provide
collapsed tables in order to compensate for low expected
ce11 frequencied. There were oniy four two-way 1eve1-by-
item associations that were found significant at the .05
1ev'e1: (a) license level by total'years coaching,
(b) license leve1 by total years playing, (c) license
level by beginning playing age, and (d) license level by
preferred system of play. Therefore, the major hypothesis
that there will be no significant differences among leve1s on
playing and coaching experience, coaching philosophies,
and personal background was rejected.
Selected three-way interrelationships tested by
the chi-square test of association were found significant
at the .05 1eve1. Therefore, the subhypothesis that
stated there will be no significant differences among
USSF licensed coaches on selected interrelationships in
playing and coaching experience, coaching philosophies,
and personal background was rejected.
The chi-square tests which are reported were included
more for their importance in terms of answering questions
of coaches than for purely statistical reasons.
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Analysis of estionnaire b Ivlai or Components
Coaching Exper■ence
The data collected from the first part of the
questionnaire are found in Tables Z'6. The questionnaire
was structured with this section first in order to assess
the relationship of the amount of coaching experience
with the level of license attained by the coach.
Table 2 d,elineates the leve1s of coaching the sub-
ject has worked with during his career, therefore more
than one response was permitted. 0f the 25 A-licensed
coaches responding, 88eo have coached on the college leve1
during their caleer. The B-licensed coaches were evenly
distributed in .the youth, high school, and club levels
with 7 4% of the subj ects coaching in those three levels '
With the C-licensed coaches, 84% of the respondents have
coached on the Youth level.
Table 3 represents the leve1 of coaching the subject
is working with presently. 0f the A-licensed coaches,
52% are coaching on the college or club 1eveI, while 40%
responding are coaching more than one 1eve1. 0f the B-
l icenrsed coaches , 52% are coaching on the college or club
1eve1, while 40% responding are coaching more than one
1eve1. 0f the C-ficensed coaches, 52% are working on
the college or club level, while 40% of the C-licensed
coaches work with youth and high school programs.
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Table 2
License Level by Levels of Coaching
Levels of Coaching
License
Leve 1 Youth
High
SchoolN｀ C lilb' College
Profes -
si nal Other
?
?
?
?
?
25
22
19
762
72を
84%
64%
77%
57%
80%
72%
42%
88%
54と
36%
16%
18%
0%
44%
9%
15%
Table 5
License Level by Level Presently Coaching
LeVel Presently Coach■ュg
Lic ense
Leve 1
Youth/
High Sch001??
Club/
College
Pro fes
s ional
Row
Total>1大
A
B
C
Column
25
21
15
Total
0%
23%
40%
14%
40%
16%
56%
29.5%
41を
34%
25%
52%
52%
26%
47.5%
8%
4%
5%
8と
* More than one
)
x'(6) = 9.68, P
response was g■ven
> .05.
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Table 4
License Level by Years Coaching at Present Level
Years COaching
License
Leve I ?? 1-10    11-20
Row
Total
A
B
C
Co lumn
25
22
19
Total
60%
91%
84%
79%
32お
4%・
15%
18%
8%
4階
0%
5%
38%
55%
29%
x2(+) = 8.06, L > .05.
Table 5
License Level by TOtal Years Coaching
Li cens e
Leve 1
Total Years Coaching
?
? 1-10    11-2021-25 ~More than 25
Row
T6t l
A
B
C
Column
25
22
19
Total
40%
81を
68%
62%
52%
15%
26%
52お
0%
0%
2%
2お
38%
35%
29%
8%
4%
5%
4%
xz(o)=L3.lz,p< .05。
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Table 6
License Level by Attainment of Foreign
Coaching License
Foreign Coaching License
Li cens e
Leve 1 Yes No
Row
Total??
A
B
C
Co lumn
25
22
19
Total
20%
15%
0
9%
80%
87%
100%
91%
38%
35%
29%
x2(z) = 2.70, L> .05.
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The variable asseSSed in Table 4 is how many years
the coach has worked at his present level・(as een in
Table 3)。 An average of 79% of the coaches across the
three USSF levels have coached at the present level for
l to 10 years.  Table 5 represents the total nunber of
years the subject has coaChed soccer.  Of the A―licen ed
coaches, 52を have been cOaching ll t0 20 yearS, While
81% of the B― and 68% of the C―licensed coaches haVe
cOached soccer l to 10 years.
Table 6 was prepared tO helip assess hOw many USSF
coaches have obtained a coaching license through a for―
eign soccer federation.  Only 20% of the A―, 15% of the
B―, and none Of the C―liCensed coaches have obtained a
foreign coaching license.
Playing Exper■enc
Tables 7-14 depict the data collected from the second
section of the testing instrument.  These questions were
designed to assess playing‐experiences, which includes the
age at whiCh the subject began playing soccer as well as
where and how｀he began to play.
Table 7 shows the highest level of play in which
the coach has participated.  Of all the coaches, 56% of
the A―, 69% of the B―, and 88% of the C―licensed cOaches
indicated the club Or collegiate level was the highest they
part■cipated in aS players.
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Table 7
License Level by Highest Level of Play
License
Leve 1
?
? Club/C01legeInternational >1*
Row
Total
A
B
C
Column
25
22
17
Total
56%
69%
88%
69%′
36%
27%
12%
26%
8%
4%
0
5%
59%
54%
27を
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
士
X
than one response
三 5。15, 2>・ 。05。
Table 8
License Level by Total Years Playing Soccer
License
Leve 1
?
?
Total Years Playing Soccer
1-10    11-20More than 20 Never
Row
Total
A
B
C
Column
25
22
19
Tёtal
4%
22お
51%
18%
68%
54%
52を
59%
28%
22お
5%
20%
0
0
10%
5%
38%
55%
29%
xz (o) = ls.s7 , p- < .05。
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Table 9
License Level by Style of PIay Used as Player
License
LeveI
Defens tve/
Counterattack
Possess ton/
Buildup
Attacking/
Longball > l*
Row
Total??
A
B
C
Column
25
22
17
Total
4Z
92
11Z
8老
36Z
362
58Z
422
32Z
27t
232
28Z
28Z   392
27Z   342
52   272
222
* More
x2(a)
than one response
= 7.45′ p >.05.
Tab1e I0
License Level by System of Play Used as Player
License
LeveI 4-3-3
4-4-2
4-2-4
3-3-4
2-3-5?? WM >1★
Row
Total
A
B
C
CoLumn
25
22
17
Tota■
40Z
41%
412
412
82
0%
17を
82
24Z
312
232
27を
20%
42
11t
12.52
82    39宅
222    342
5%    27Z
12.5%
* More than one response
x2(8) = 9.26, p >.05.
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Table 11
License Level by Beginning Playing Age
Beginning PlaYing Age
License Row
Level    N   3-10   11-15   16-20  More than 20     Total
A     25    40%    52を   8%
B     21    42%    53を   19%
c     18    38%    272     2z%
Column T6ta1  4'0を  39考     18% ,
0%
4%
5%
5%
39%
35%
28%
xz(o) = 43.51, g < .05.
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Table LZ
License Level by l'tJhere Coach Began Playing
Licens e
Level \
_here COach Began Playing
USA         Other
Row
Total
A25
B22
c 18
Column Total
64%
72を
85%
72%
36%
27%
16%
28%
38%
33%
28%
x2(z) = 1.95, L > .05.
Table 13
License Level by Region of USA Began to Play
Reglon Of USA    _ __
LicenseLevel N East Midwest/South/iVest
Row
Total
A    16     87%
B      14      64%
c      15      55%
column Tota1     69%
13%
36%
46%
51%
36%
31%
35%
x2(z)=4.4L,L>.05.
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Table 14
License Level by How Coach Began Playing
laying
License
Leve 1
?
? Pick -up League
P.E.
Clas s es >1大
Row
Total
A
B
C
Co lumn
24
22
17
Total
32%
27%
55%
31%
28%
40%
24%
50%
20%
18%
12お
17%
20%
15%
29%
22%
38%
35%
27%
* It{ore than one response
xzG) = 4.91, L > .05.
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The total 
_number 
of years playing soccer is assessed
in Table 8. of the A-licensed group, 68eo have been play-
ing 11 to ZO years, while 54eo of the B- and 52% of the C-
licensed coaches were included in this category'
Tables 9 and 10 were designed to show what type of
style and system the coach participated in as a player.
Table 9 represents the style most commonly played by
coaches at each leveI. 0f the A- and B-licensed coaches,
36eo indicated they participated in the possession/buildup
style of play, while 2S% of these groups indicated using
more than one style of play. 0f the C-licensed coaches,
58% had participated primarily in the possession/buildup
style of play.
Tible.10 shbws the system of play used' most during
the playing years of the coaches. It indicates a wide
range of systems used by the coaches of the three groups.
0f all the coaches, 40% of the A-, 4leo of the B-, and 4L%
of the C-licensed coaches used the 4-3-3 system of play.
The age at which the coach began to pl-ay soccer is
represented in Table 11. 0f the A-licensed coaches, 9?%
are included in the 3- to 15-year-o1d category. The B-
and C-licensed groups ale more equally distributed, although
42% of the B- and 38eo of the C-licensed coaches began to
play between 3 and 10 Years of age.
The geographical location where the coach began play
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ing is indicated in Tables 12 and 15.  Of all the coaches
in Table 12, 36% of the A―, 27を of the B, and 16% of
the C-licensed coaches began playing outside the United
States.  In Table 15 iS Specified in what section of the
United States the remaining coaches began to play.  Of
the A―licensed coaches, 87% began playing in the East, as
did 64% of the B― and 52を of the C―licensed coaches in―
cluded in this category.
Table 14 represents hOw the cOach began tO play soccer.
A relat■vely even distr■bution across groups ■n each cate―
gory is exhibited.  Of the A-licensed coaches, 32% began
playing on their own, or in iipickupl' settings, while 35%
Of the C―■icensed coaches ■nditated the same.  Of the B―
licensed coaches, 40% said they began tO play in a league
or on an organ■zed team.
Coaching PhilosOphies
―      Tables 15-20 represent the data collected from the
third section of the testing instrument.  This sectiOn Was
designed to aSSess the coach's philosophies and preferences,
including system of play, style of play, type of defense
coached, and preferred leadership style.
Table 15 represents the system of play the coach WOuld
prefer to use given the adequate personnel to do so.  Of
all the coaches, 52% of the A―, 63% of B, and 68% of
the C―licensed group indicated they prefer the 4-3-3 system
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Table 15
License Level by Preferred System of P1-ay
License
Leve 1 N 4-3-34-2-42-3-5 >lR
Row
Total
A
B
C
Column
25
22
19
Total
52を
65%
68%
61%
28と
15%
15%
19%
0%
9%
5%
5%
20%
13を
10%
15%
38%
55%
29%
卜lore than one response
(6)=14.32,2く 。05.
Table 16
License Level by Predominant Style Coached
Predominante Style Coached
License
Leve 1
?
?
Defens ive /
Counterattack
Possession/ Attack/Buildup Longball
Row
>1大   TOtal
A
B
C
Column
25
21
19
Total
12%
14%
10%
12を
0%
0%
10%
5%
12%
28%
5%
15%
59%
32を
29%
76%
57%
75%
69%
* More than one
)
x'(6) = 9.44, y
response
> .05。
ヽ
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Table L7
License Level by Defensive Coverage Coached
I
I
Li cens e
Leve 1
Defens■ve
Strict
Man to Man
Coverage Coached
Man to Man
Zone Concepts Zone >1沐
Row
Total??
A
B
C
Column
25
22
19
Total
12%
10%
15%
12%
80%
90%
70%
80%
0%
0%
15%
5%
8%
0%
0%
5%
38%
35%
29%
* Ir{ore than one response
x2(6) = LT.72, p- > .05.
Tab'le 18
License Level by Training in Offsides Trap
Li cens e
Leve 1
?
?
Training in 0ffsides Trap
Regularly Occ as i ona 1 1y Never
Row
Total
A
B
!
C
Co lumn
25
22
19
Total
202
18%
52%
25%
68%
60%
52を
60%
12%
22を
15%
17%
382
35%
|
|29%
x?(q = Z.Lg, p>.05.
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{
Liceris e
Leve 1
fable 19
License Level by LeadershiP StYle
Leadership StYle
?
? Authoritarian Liberal Democrat ic >1大
Row
Total
A
I
I
B
C
Column
23
22
18
Total
15%
18%
16%
14%
9%
9%
0%
6%
60%
54%
72を
62を
17%
18%
11%
16と
3.6%
35%
29%
x More than one response
x2(g) = 5.35, P > .05.
License Levelj
Table
by Agreement
20
with High School Draft
L icens e
Leve 1
I
Agreement w1t
?
? Yes No
ool Draft
0
0p ini on
Row
Total
A
B
C
72%
47Z
44%
56%
24%
58%
44%
54%
25
21
18
n Total
4%
14%
11を
10%
39%
55%
282
Colum
x2(D = 4.59, L>.05
C
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?
?
?
?
?
?
）
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
，
。?
??
?
??
?．????
‐??
?
?
‐
』
‐
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
。
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
represents the style of play used most by
coach works with. Of all the coaches, 76%
of the B-, and 73% of the C-licensed coaches
prefer using a possession/buildup style of
Table L7 indicates the type of defensive coverage the
coachr prefers to utilLZe with his players. 0f all the
coaches, 80% of the A- , gO% of the B-, and 68eo of the C-
ilicentsed coaches prefer to coach man-to-man coverage with
I
zone toncepts. In the coaching of the execution of an off-
sides trap (Table 18) , 68% of the A-, 60% of the B-, and
52eo of the C-licensed coaches indicated they train their
teams for it onlY occasionallY.
I Table 19 represents the type of leadership style
Ithe Coach considers himself using. 0f all the coaches , 60%
i
of the A-, 54% of the B-, and 72% of the C-licensed coaches
I
said lan"y perceived themselves to be democratic leaders '
I
I rrur" Zo indicates that 7Z% of the A-licensed coaches
I r r 
--a
"gr""" with the professional drafting of high school 
soccer
IptayJrs. of the B-licensed coaches , 47eo agreed with the
Idrafd, while 44e" of the C-licensed coaches also agreed.
I
Persdnal Background
-- ,-
Tables 2L-24 are the data collected from the final
section of the testing instrument, which was designed to
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Table 21
License Level by Education Level
Education Level
Li cens e
Level
High School
or
Associaters
Bache lorr s
or
Mas ter t s
Row
Other   Toital?? PhD
A
B
C
Co lurnn
25
22
19
Total
4Z
O%
21%
8%
84%
95%
74%
85%
8%
5%
0%
4%
4%
0%
5%
5%
38%
35%
29%
x2(o)=g.7g,L>.05.
Table
License Level bY Reason
ZZ
for First License
Li cens'e
Leve 1
?
?
Reason for
Increas e
Knowledge
First License
To Personal
Advance Satisfaction
Row
>lX   Total
A
B
C
Co lumn
25
22
19
Total
56%
54%
36と
50%
8%
0%
0%
3と
16%
14%
47を
24%
20%
52お
16%
23を
38%
55%
29%
* More than one
,)
x"(6) = 11.40,
response
2> .05。
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Table 23
License Level by Reason for second License
Reason for Second License
License Increase To Personal Row
Level N Knowledge Advance Satisfaction >1* Total
A    25     52お     8%
B     22      54%      4%
Coluin Tota1      55%       6%
16%       24た    55%
4%      36を   47%
11を  30%
* It{ore than one response
xT(s) = 2.27, L > .05.
Table 24
License Level by Licensing Expectations
Licens e
Level N Yes
Licёnsing Expectations______
No No Opinion
Row
Total
A    25   682     28%
B      20     80を     10%
c      19     68%       26%
Column Tota1    72%       25%
4%
10%
5%
6%
39%
51%
50%
x2(o) = 6.64, P > .05.
4r
assess the''educetional 1eve1 of the USSF coach, the noti-
vational factors involved in attaining the coaching license,
and the subjective opinions of the USSF coach on the li-
censing process.
Table Zl represents the 1evel of education the coach ,
has attained, Of all the coaches , 84% of the A-, g|eo of 1
the B-, and 74% of the C-licensed coaches have attained a
bachelor's or -masterrs degree.
Tables z2 and 23 are designed to assess the motiva-
tional factors behind the coach tryin.g to attain a USSF
coaching license. Table ZZ indicates that 56eo of the A-
and 54% of the B-licensed coaches attained their first
license for an increase of knowledge in contemporary train-
ing techniques. Of the C-licensed coaches, 47% indicated
they attained their license for personal satisfaction.
Table 23 indicates that the A- and B- licensed coaches were
again motivated to attain their present 1evel license for
an increase of knowledge in contemporary training techniques
Table z4 represents whether the licensing process
fu1fil1ed the expectations of the coach. Qveral1, 73%
of the coaches indicated they were satisfied with the li-
censing process and it fu1fi11ed their expectations. 0f
all the coaches , z0% indicated the licensing plocess did
not fu1fi11 their expectations.
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Significant lnterrelationships
Tables 25-28 are the data collected from four dif―
ferent three―way aSSOCiations among various questionnaire
itemS.  Each of these is statistically significant at the
.05 1evel.
A three―way chi―square perfOrmed on level,of coaches
by total years in soccer coaching by opinion on profession―
al drafting of high school players was significant, x2(8)=
19.55, 2 < .05。 The breakdown of the three―way c i―square
by level to determine what level was significant resulted
in three two―way chi―squares.  For the A level, x2(4)= 11.1
2 < .05, for the B level, x2(4)= 7.89, 2_ > ・05, and fOr
the C level, x2(2)= .555, 2 > .05。
Table 25 represents the A-licensed coaches on these
varialbles, with 72% agreeing with the professional drafting
of high schOol players.  Of these coaches, 40% have been
coaching l to 10 .years, With 32を coaching ll to 20 years
(N = 25).  Therefore, the significant three―way chi―square
was due to the SignifiCant ielationship_between the A―
licensed coaches, years,coachittg S9CCer, and their opinion
on the professional drafting of high school players.
A three―way chi―square performed On leve1 0f liCens℃
by leVel of education by present level of coaching was sig―
nificant, x2(15)= 22.50, 2 く .05.  The breakdown of the
three―way chi―square by level to determine what level was
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Table 25
A―Licensed COaches: Total Years
by Drafting of High SChool
in Coaching
Players
Draft High School PlaYers?
To tal
Years ?? Yes No No 0pinion
?
，
―
?
?
〓?
?
?
?
?
1-10
11-20
20
Column
10
15
2
Total
40%
32%
0%
72を
0%
16%
8%
24%
0%
4%
0%
4%
40%
52グ
8%
1
x' (4) = 11.11, P- < .05.
Table 26
A-Licensed Coaches: Educational Level
by Level of Coaching Now
Educational
Leve I
Ievel of Coaching Now
u
…
na1/
Co11ege International >lお
Row
Total?
?
High School
Diploma or
Associate's
Bachelor'' s
or Ivlhster I s
PhD
Other
Column Total
0%4%0%
40%
0%
0%
40%
4%
84%
8%
4%
21・
2
1
40%
8%
4%
52お
4%
0%
0%
8%
* More
xz (o)
than one
=  14.92,
response
n< .05。
C-Licensed Coaches:
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*Table 27
Years Playing' by Years Coaching
Years Coaching
Years
Playing 1-10 11.-20?? Morethan 20
^Row
Total
1-lo     6
11-20     10
20         1
Never      2
c61umn Total
26%     5%
57を     16と
0%      0%
5%      5%
68と     26%
0%
0%
5%
0%
7%
52%
52を
5%
11%
x2(6) = 19.93, P- < .05.
Table Zg
years Playing soccer by style of Play Used as Player
Style Used as PlaYer
Years
P1 aying ??
De fens rve /
Counterattack
Possession/ Attack/Buildup Longball >1大
Row
Total
1-10
11-20
20
Column
12
59
15
Total
4%
5%
0%
9%
6%
31%
5%
40%
6%
16%
6%
28%
5%
9%
11を
23%
19%
61%
20%
* More than one response
x2(g) = 17.90, g < .05.
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significant resulted in three two-way chi-squares. For
the A level, xZ(o) = l4.gz, P < .05. For the B level,
x2(s) =.954, p > .05, and the c 1evel, x2(o) = 6.43, p > .05.
Table 26 represents the A-licensed coaches on these
variables, with 4oeo coaching on the club or college leve1,
and 4Teo coaching moTe than one team presently. 0f these
coaches, 84% have attained a bachelor's or masterrs degree
(N = ZZ). Therefore, the significant three-way chi-square
was due to the significant relationship between A-licbnsed
coaches' 1eve1 of education and present leve1 of coaching.
A significant chi-square , x2(tq = 36.69, g < .05,
was found on the level of coaches-by years coaching soccer
and years playing. The breakdown of the three-way chi-
square by leve1 to determine what leve1 was significant
resulted in three two-way chi-squares. For the A ]eve1,
xz(+) = 7.g7, p > .05, for the B leve1, xz(+) = 8.79, P >'05
and for the C 1evel, x?(o) = 19.93, P- < .05.
Table 27 represents the C-licensed coaches (N = 19)
on these variables, with 68% coaching 1 to 10 years, while
52% have been playing for 11 to Z0 years. Therefore, the
significant three -way chi-square was due to the significant
relationship between years playing soccel and years coaching
soccer for C-licensed coaches.
A two-way chi-square (Table 28) performed on the num-
ber of years playing soccer and the playing style partici-
pated in was significant, x2 (g) = 17.90,
all the USSF coaches combined (N. = 66),
soccer 11 to 20 years, with 3leo of them
build-up style of play.
.‐
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2く .05。  Of
61% have played
playing a posseSsion/
Summary
The chi-square test of association was perforned on
23 two-way 1eve1-by-item .associations. 0n1y four of the
associatibns among the variables on the questionnaire and
the three USSF coaching 1evels were significant (p = < .05) :
(a) license leve1 by total years coaching, (b) license
level by total years playing, (c) license 1eve1 by be-
ginning playing age, and (d) license leve1 by preferred
system of pLay. Therefore, the hypothesis that stated
there will be no significant differbnces among USSF
licensed coach'es in playing experience, coaching exper-
ience, coaching philosophies, and personal background was
rejected. Selected three-way interrelationships tdsted
by the chi-square test of association were significant at
the .05 1eve1. Therefore, the subhypothesis that stated
there will be no significant differences among USSF
licensed coaches on selected interrelationships in playing
and coaching experience, coaching philosophies, and personal
background was rej ected.
Chapter 5
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The discussion of results Will include coaching
experience, playing texperience, coaching philosophies,
and personal backgroundo  Additionally, the subjective
resp6nses of the coaches w■1l be discussed.
Coaching Exper■ence                 ″
The first section of the questionnaire was designed
to inquire abOut the level of license attained by the
coach and his/her COaching experience.  By evaluating and
analyzing the data from this section of the questionnaire,
the value of the USSF national coaching system can be
seen in all leVels of SOCcer., particularly on the yOuth
level.
The levels of COaching the´subjects have worked in
during their coaching career and the level they are presently
coaching are reported in Tables 2 and 3.  Table 2 shows
that of all the A―, B―, and C-licensed coaches FeSpOnding
(N = 66), 77% have COached oni the youth level.  Addition―
ally, in Table 5, which represents the level the subject
is presently coaching, 40% of the C―licensed coaches are
working with youth level SOCCer, while 30% of all the
coaches responding are presently working with more than
one level of team。
In order that Americats future soccer players be
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able to form a homogeneous group and develop a unified
style of p:^ay, such as the youth program in st. Louis
cited in chapter 2, America must have qualified youth
coaches to begin the proper developnent of players at an
early age. Through the ussF development program, America
is increasing the number of qualified youth coaches.
Thb total number bf years coaching soccer and the
number of years coaching on the present 1eve1 are appraised
in Tables 4 and 5. Of all the coaches, 62% have been in
soccer coaching I to 10 years, while 79% of the coach-es
have been working at the same 1evel for 1 to 10 years.
This is an indication of the relative youth of the USSF
coaches, who by learning the proper coaching methods at a
younger zla, will contribute more toward the development
of soccer in America. The significant (P . .05) rela-
tionship of license leve1 by years coaching, with A-licensed
coaches having more experience, is dictated by the prere-
quisite of the licensing procedure.
Playing ExPerience
The second section of the questionnaire was designed
to evaluate the experiences of the coaches during thei-r
playing career. The data were presented in Tables 7 to 14'
The data in Tables 7 and 8 indicate the number of
years of soccer participation as a player and the highest
level of play participated in. 0f the A-licensed coaches,
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96eo had played for more than 10 years, while 95% of
C-licensed coaches had played for. less than 20 years.
Co11ectively, 59 e, of the coathes indicated they have played
for 11 to ZO years, with the club or collegiate ranks
being the highest level of play for 69eo of the sample
group. Of the A-ficensed coaches, 36eo had participated as
professional players as compared with LZeo of the C-
licensed coaches. These data are an indication that the
majority of USSF coaches are experienced players who did
not attain the professional 1eve1.
It is important to clarify the diversity in the
category of club and collegiate levels of pLay. These
two 1evels were grouped together for the purpose of data
analysis, and the differences should be recognized. The
pLay leve1 termed "club" refers to a range of playing
experiences f rom recreat ional c 1ub Soccer to a semi -p'ro -
fessional leve1 of p1ay. The collegiate level of play
encompaSses smal1 colleges'through major universities, many
of which have established high levels of play. This com-
bined category utill-zed for data analysis throughout the
investigation must be considered as a limitation of the
forced choice format of the questionnaire.
The primary styles of pLay patticipated i-n by the
coaches (Tables 9 and 10) will be reviewed with the primary
styles of play utilized by the coaches (Tables 15 and 16).
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Of the A-licensed coaches, 36% responded they played in a
posselssion/buildup style of play (Tab1e 9). The same
group,reports that 76% prefer to utilize a possessron/
buildup style of play with their teams (Tab'le 16).
Col1ective1y, 40e, indicated they had played in the 4'3-3
system (four backs,' three midfielders, three' forwards) ,
while 6L% respond6d a prefer',encei in coaching the 4-3'-3.
Preferred systems and styles of play can i*pfy a
rigidity, a lack of flexibiiity in the competency of a
team to meet the fluctuating strengths and weaknesses of
an opponent. Subjective comments of this type were received
regarding these questionnaire items, but nost coaches tnrere
able to generaLize their bellefs and philosophies of
style and systematic pLay to benefit this investigation.
The USSF and the national coaching system can be
credited with the emergence of a distinct American style
of p1ay. The philosophies regarding style and systenatic
play of the ussF coaches participating in this study are
evidence that the coaching'scheme developed by the USSF is
helping to develop fo., the American player a preferred
soccer style that reflects American qualities and comple-
ments their abilities.
When, where, and how the coach began to play soccer
was assessed in Tables 11 to 13; 0f all the coaches par-
ticipating in this study, 40% began to play between the
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ages of 3 to 10 years, while 39% began between 11 and 15
years of age: The 11 a:15 range was the most conmon time
for A-licensed coaches to begin; this seems reasonable
Since these coaches are more experienced (therefore older)
and youth sport opportunities were limited when they were
young.
The majority of participating USSF coaches began
playing soccer in the United States as the data in Table LZ
i-ndicate. Of the A-licensed coaches, 64% began playing
in the United States while 84% of the C-licensed coaches
began in America. This indicates an increase in the domes-
tication of soccer in the United'States.
The region of the country where the ussF coaches be-
gan 'to play is indicated in Table 13. Collectively , 70%
of the responding coaches began playing in the east,
although this statistic ranges from 87% of the A-licensed
coaches to only 52% of the C-licensed coaches. This is
indicative of the growth of soccer throughout the entire
country.
How the coach began to play soccer is represented
in Table L4, which exhibits a relatively even distribution
of frequencies. 0f all the coaches, 51eo began playing on
their own, 30% began in a league of some type, 16% began
in physical education class, and Z4eo responded with more
than one response.
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Coaching Philosophy
Coaching philosophy has been defined as ''the belief
of a coach as pertaining to the techniques and tactics of
soccer口 〔」ones, 1979, p. 174).  The USSF national coaching
system is designed to influence the coaches' philosophies,
yet only the individual coach can structure his/her oWnl
beliefs and philosophies。                              _
Preferred styles and systematic Play as discussed
earlier in this chapter are represented in Tables 15 and
16.  Overall, 61% of the coaches preferred the 4-3-5 sys―
tem, while 69% of the participating coaches prefer using
the possession/buildup style of play.  These preferences
might have been influenced・by the USSF through their
coaching scheme in accordance with the purpose of the na―
tional coaching system.  However, it can be noted that
more・A―licensed coaches use a 4-4-2 or 4-2-4 system.  This
may be related to the fact that more of these coaches have
professional experience, either playing or coachingo  Most
professional teans have used a 4-4-2 since it was intro―
duced in the World Cup championships in the early 1960!'s,
yet relatively few colleges and high schools have insti―
tuted this style eVen tO this date.
Table 19 represents the leadership style the coach
prefers to utilize with his players.  Of all the coaches,
65% indicated that they considei・ed themselves of the demo―
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cratic leadership sty1e, defined as the coach who "respectS
the opinions and points of view of his players" (Busby, 1966,
p. 41). lVhile the USSF coaching system may h'ave been in-
fluential in the selection of the democratic leadership
style by so many of the coaches, individual temperament
and philosophy of the coach must be considered as key
influences in his behavior patterns.
Personal Background
,The final section of. the questionnaire evaluaCed the
educational leve1 of the coach, motivation behi.nd attaining
a license, expectations of the licensing procedure, 'and
subj ective comments on the national coaching schools.
0f all coaches responding, 89% have attained at
least a bachelor's degree (Table 2L), an impressive statis-
tic considering it was a randomly selected sample of USSF
coaches. This indicates that the USSF schools attract
highly educated, goal-oriented individuals.
Table s 2? and 23 describe what motivated the coach to
attain his/her license. In Table 22,55% of the A- and B-
licensed coaches responded that they applied for a license
to gain an increase of knowledge in contemporary training
techniques. 0f the C-licensed coaches, 47 % indicated they
went for their license for personal satisfaction.
The A- and B-licensed coaches responded the same to
the reason for attaining their present 1eve1 license; 53%
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indicated for an increase of knowledge in contempoTary
training techniques. These data aIe perhaps indicating
the importance of being up-to-date, and the need for
higher leve1 coaches to continuously increase their
abilities and competencies within the game.
The data in Table 24 represent the USSF coaches'
expectations of the licensing process. Collectively,
73% of the coaches indicated they were satisfied with
the process. The same percentage (68%) of A- and C-
licensed coaches responded that they are satisfied with
the licensing process. Of the B-licensed coaches,,80%
responded that their expectatiohs of the licensing pro-
cess were fu1filled. This may be an indication that
curriculum revisions are needed at the A and C 1evels
more so than at the B 1eveI.
The questionnaire permitted the coach an opportun-
Lty to critically reflect on the national coaching school
and the licensing procedure. These responses are
summarl-zed according to coaching 1eve1 and significance
to the program.
The najority of C-licensed coaches (N = 19) re-
commended that the USSF increase the amount of tine spent
on field tactics and practical match analysis. The B-
licensed coaches (N = 22) concurred with the C coaches
about the need for greater emphasis on field tactics. The
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B coaches also recommended that the theory courses be
restructured to better respond to the needs of higher
leve1 coaches. The A-licensed coaches (N = ?5) expressed
the need for a longer, more in-depth, practical (fie1d-
oriented) curriculum to make it a more dynamic, toP leve1
coaching course. An'advanced course beyond the A-leve1
course was also a strong. suggestion. These opinioris of
the experienced USSF coaches could be used by ttle feder-
ation in evaluating and structuring the coaching schools
in the future.
Summary
This study investigated the positive outgrorvths of the
national coaching system and also critically analyzed the as-
pects of the system which could benefit from revision or rnod-
ification. The coaching schools are stil1 in their relative
youth, and constructive feedback from its participants is
necessary in upgrading the criteria and curriculum coritent.
The phenomenal growth of the USSF coaching schools in
the past decade is indicative of their popularrty and
effectiveness in training and qualifying coaches at all
levels of soccer. In order to continue'neeting the challenge
of the increasing number of qualified soccer coaches in the
United States, the progressive levels (A, B, and C) of
the national coaching schools should be evaluated and up-
dated continuously with view to the background and knowledge
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of incoming coaches. It is hoped that this study rvill
assist the USSF in recognizing this.
Chapter 6
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Summary
The purpose of this investigation rvas to assess
the characteristics of A-, B-, and C-licensed coaches.
The subjects were 90 USSF licensed coaches randomly
selected from personnel lists provided by the USSF. These
90 subjects included 30 coaches from the class A, or
senior leve1, the highest license offered by the USSF,
30 coaches from the class B or advanced level, and 30
coaches from the class C or preliminary 1eve1.
For the purposes of this invesgitation, data were
collected through the administration of a queslionnai re
developed by the investigator. The questionnaire requested
information on the coacheS' playing and coaching exper-
ience, philosophies of the game, and personal background'.,
The questionnaire was mailed to each randomly selected I
coach with a self-addressed, stamped envelope to ensure a r
higher return rate. After a period of 5 weeks, a fo11ow-
up letter was sent to each subj ect who had not returned the
questionnaire at that point. Three weeks following the
mailing of the follow-up letter, data collection I{as
termed completed, and no other questionnaires were accepted
Sixty-six were returned for a 73% return rate; these
included 25 A-leve1, ZZ B-leve1, and 19 C-1eve1 coaches.
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coll_ected data were arranged for transferral to
data cards and then computer atalyzed with the chi-square
test of association. The .05 1eve1 of significance was
chosen for all statistical tests.
A total of 64 chi-square tests were run uti11-zL119
collapsed tables in order to. compensate for low ce11
frequencies. Chi-Square teStS of aSsociation were used
to test specific interrelationships deemed by the inves'
tigator to be particularly relevant' to the concelns of
coaches and to the evaluation of the national coaching
schools. There l{ere only four signif-icant two-way reia-
tionships with license 1evel by other variables: (a) total
years coaching, (b) total years playing, (c) beginning
playing d1e, and (d) preferred system of play' 0n
the basis of the data analysis, the hypothesis that there
will be no significant differences among USSF A-, B-,
and C-licensed coaches in playing and coaching experience,
coaching philosophies, and personal background was rej ected
The other chi-square tests which were significant
(g. .05) were as follows: (a) license leve1 by total
years in coaching by opinion of professional drafting of
high school players, (b) ficense 1eve1 by educational by
by 1eve1 coaching presently, (c) license 1evel by years
playing by years coaching, and (d) years playing by
playing style used during playing yeals. 0n the basis of
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these Significant chi―squarO tests the subhypothesis
that there are no significant differences among USSF A―,
B―, and C-licensed cOaches on Selected interrelationships
in coaching and Playing experience, coaching philosophies,
aid personal background was rejected.
Subjective data regarding the coaching course were alsO
solicited through the questionnaireo  Although 75% of the
coaches reported be■ng sat■sfied w■th the program, many
offered construct■ve cr■t■c■sm.
Conclusions
Of 64 chi―square tests of association which were
performed in thiS i■Vest gation, eight interrelationships
among questionnaire items were found signific,■t at th卜e
.05 1evel:
1.   License level by total years coachinL.  The
significant relationship of license level by years coach―
ing, with A-licensed coaches indicating more experience,
■s dictated by the prerequ■s■t  of the licens■ng procedure。
2.   License level by total years playingo  Wh ile
collectively 59% of the coaches had played for ll t0 20
years, the difference appeared because 96% of the A―
licensed coaches had played for more than 10 ゾearS and
95%` of the C―licensed cOaches had played for less than 10
years.
3. License 1evel by beginning playing age. The
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greatest percentage of B― and C―licensed coaches began
playing between the ages of 3 and 10 years.  The majority
of A-licensed coaches did not start playing until ll to
15 years of ageo  Possibly this reflects the increased
opportun■y to part■cipate n youth soccer s■n e B― and
c―licensed coaches tend tO be yOunger than the■r A―
licensed counterparts.
4.   License level by preferred system of play.  It
was noted that more A―licensed coaches used a 4-4-2 or
4-2-4 system.  This may indicate the greater association
of A…licensed coaches with the professional ranks.
5。   Licensed coaches by total years in coaching
by opinion of professional drafting of high school play―
ers.  Of the A-licensed cOaches (N = 25), 72% preferred
to have high level players immediately drafted into the
professional ranks at the conclusion of their high school
playing rather than having these playざrs pursue collegiate
playing careers.
6.   A―licensed coaches by level of education by
level presently cOaching.  Of these A―l censed coach s
(N = 25), 84% have attained a bachelor's or master's degree
These educational levels were significantly associated
with the level they are presently coachingo  This indicates
that fOr higher level coaching positions, higher educa―
tional levels appear to be advantageous.
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7. C-11censed coaches by.years of playing exper-
ience by years of coaching experience. The number of years
playing (68% for 11 to 20 years), is significantly
associated with the number of years coaching (53% for 1 to
10 years). This indicates that the C-licensed coaches
(N = 19), who are considered the least experienced of the
USSF coaches, have a good playing background upon which
to build their coaching.
8. A two-way chi-square utiltzLrlg the three USSF
coaching levels (A, B, and C) was associated with the
years of playing experience by the style of play.. parti -
cipated in most. The length of playing experience (61%
for 11 to 20 years) and the ages of the coaches span a ,
large number of years. The lack of a unified playing style
offers strong support for the development, perhaps by
the USSF, of a unified American style of soccer'
Recommendations for Further Study
On the basis of this investigation the following
recommendations are made
1. At the conclusion of each USSF coachi-ng school,
administer a questionnaire specifically desi'gned for the
A, B, or C level, which allows the candidate to make cri-
tical analysis of the licensing pxocess.
Z. Conduct a research study investigating coach-
athlete interaction of USSF coaches vs. non-tlSSF coaches
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us ing Cheffers' Adaptation of Flanders' Interaction
Analysis system (CAFIAS) (Cheffers, 1972) .
3. Conduct a research study investigating the
'interaction of the USSF staff coaches with the licensing
candidates at the nat'ional coaching schools using CAFIAS-
4. Conduct a study utilizing a quest'ionnaire
investigating the characteristics of successful USSF
licensing candidates compared to unsuccessful candidates.
5. Conduct a study utilizing a questionnai're
regarding competencies in the fundamental tactics and
techniques of Soccer, comparing high school players with
a USSF licensed coach to high school players with a
non-USSF coach.
Appendix A
USSF LICENSED COACH QUESTIONNAIRE
Please c■rcle letter corresponding
with correct answer unless other―
w■se ■nstructed.
Io  COACHING
1) What level license have
A) A B) B    C)
2) Which Of the f01lowing
A) Youth_B) High SC,001_
B) High SChOol
c) Amateur/Club
How many years have you
level?
A)  1-5
B)  6-10
c)  11-15
HOw many yearS have you
A)  1-5
B)  6-10
c)  11-15
Have you ever rece■ved
another country?
A) Yes
you attained with the USSF?
C
l vels have you coached?
D)  Collegiate_
E)  ProfeSSiOnal_
C'  Amttteur/club_F) Other (please
specify)
What level of
A) Youth
coaching are you working in presently???
4)
5)
6)
D)  Collegiate
E) ProfeSSiOnal
F)  Other (pleaSe
been coaching at
p〕  16-20E) More than 20
coached organ■zed
D)  16-20
E)  21-25
F) More than 25
a coaching license
B)  No
specify)
the present
s occer ?
十
from
C) If yes, what country, Federation, and level
1 icens e ?
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Appendix A (continued)
II.PLAYING
1) What is the highest leve1 of play in which you
have participated?
A) Youth D) Collegiate
B) High School E) Professional
C) Amateur/Club F) International
2)  How many years have
A)  1-5
B)  6-10
c)  11-15
A)  4-3-5
B)  4-4-2
C)  4-2-4
you played organized soccer?
D)  16-20
E) More than 20
5-3-4
2-3-5
0ther (pleaSe
3) What style of play was primarily used by the
teams you PlaYed on?
A) Defens :-ve/ CounterattackB) Possession/BuilduPC) Attackine/Long-ba11D) Kick and Run
4) During your playing career, rvhat was the 'system
of play most used by the teams you played on?(from back to 'front)
?
?
?
speci fy
5) At what age did you begin to play soccer?
6) Where did'you first begin to p1-ay?
play?
1)  East   2) West5) MidWest4)  South
A) USA
B) 0ther (please specifY)
C) If you learned to pLaY in the USA, what part
of the country were you in when you began to
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Appendix A (continued)
7) How did you begin playing?
A) 0n your own/pick-uP
B) Organized communitY league
C) School team
D) Physical education class
PHI LOSOPHIES
1) Given the adequate
would you prefer to
back to front〕
A)  4-5-3
B)  4-4-2
C)  4-2-4
personn l, wh t system of play
use with your team? (from
5-3-4
2-3-5
0ther (pleaSe
teams
?
?
?
2)
specify
$ihat style of play is most used by the
you coach?
5)
4)
5)
A) Defensive/CounterattackB) Possession/Bui ldupC) AttackinB/Long-ba11D) Kick and Run
In what type of defensive coverage/marking do you
coach your players?
A) Strict man to manB) Man to man with zone concePtsC) Zone
How often do you train your team in the execution
of an offsides trap?
A) RegularlyB) OccasionallyC) Never
As a coach, rvhat is your preferred leadership style?
A) Authoritarian; "Hard nosed," total discipline
of all players.B) Liberal; "Nice BuY," a1low freedom of playersto express themselves.C) Democratic; respect of players' opinions andpoints of view.
D) iaissez-faire; up to the-player to handle himself.
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Appendix A
6) Do you agree with thehigh school PlaYers?
A) YeS
.PERSONAL
(cont inued)
professional drafting
C) No opinion
have you attai.ned?
or equivalent
Of
B)  No
IV
1) trtrhat 1eve1 of education
A) High school diPloma
B) Associatets degree
C) Bachelor's degree
D) Master's degree
E) DoctorateF) Other (please sPecifY)
z) lvhat was your i.nitial reason for attaining yourf,irst license ?
A) Increase of knowledge in contemporary training
techniques
B) OpportunitY for advancement
C) MonetarY advantages
-D) Personal satisfaction
E) Recognition bY Peers
lVhat was your primary reason for attaining yourpresent 1eve1 license? (If applicable)
A) Increase of knowledge in contemporarY training
techniques
B) 0pportunitY for advancement
C) MonetarY advantages
D) Personal satisfaction
E) Recognition bY 'Pders
Did your licensing process fu1fi11 your expectations
of the prograh?
A) Yes B) No C) No oPinion
What general suggestions (if any) would,you like to make
to th; USSF about their licensing procedures?
??
4)
5)
If you would like a
please put a check
be sent. to You upon
copy of the
in the space
completion
results of this studY,
provided and they will
of the study. Thank You.
Appendix B
LETTER TO THE COACHES
Dear Coach:
You are one of a random group of United States Soccer Fed-
eration licensed coaches who have been selected to take part
in this descriptive study of A, B, and C level USSF coaches.
This questionnaire study is the basis of my Masterrs thesis
in physical education at Ithaca College in Ithaca, NY. Your
cooperation is necessary for me to complete my study and
therefore, my graduate degree.
I am a USSF rrBrr licensed coach myself , and was the head junior
varsity coach at Ithaca College this year. ,I played atSouthern Connecticut State College as an undergraduate under
Coach Bob Dikranian, a USSF rrAr' licensed coach. Iuly background
as such, I became interested in this type of study while
attending the Tampa coaching school this 
-p-ast January. IVhatare the differenc^es between the three different 1evels of
nationally certified coaches in the USA? With such a diver-
sity in z|e, experience, and philosophies of the game at
each USSF coaching school, a descriptive study which looks
at these characteiistics of the three 1evels would be very
interesting and perhaps beneficial to the aspiring coach of
the future. !
The questionnaire is.comprised-of 25 ggestions in four selec-
ted iategories : coa'ching, playing, philosophi.es , and personal
informatlon. A11 information gathered in this study will re-
main strictly conf.idential. The return of the questionnaire
will indicate the willingness- of each coach to participate in
the study. The results of the study will be available upon
request to any coach participating.
Your cooperation is of the essence if I am to gomplete- my
graduate'work this summer. The enclosed questionnaire takes
E-fO minutes to complete, put in the plepared envelope, an{
drop in the mailbox. Thank you for your time and cooperation,
Coach, and best of luck in the 198f season.
Sincerely,
Tim Coyne
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Appendix C
FOLLOI\I-UP LETTER TO COACHES
10 June 1981
Dear Coach:
Regarding the USSF licensed coach questionnaire sent
to you fast month, fly assessments of the returns I have
received thus far show that I have not yet received one
from you. If I am mistaken, or you have sent it in re-
cently, please disregard this reminder.
I reallze witir your busy schedule how easily some-
thing of this nature can be forgotten or mis^placed, So I have
included another copy of the questionnaire for your conven-
ience. There is also a self-addressed, stamped envelope
so it will be easiest for you. This study is the basis of
my Masterrs thesis in Physical Education at Ithaca College
(irt. y. ) , and your cooperation is essential if I am to complete
my graduate work bY JulY.
I thank you for your time and cooperation, coach, and
best of luck in the upcoming season.
Sincerely,
Tim Coyne
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